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ABSTRACT

This paper revisits the problem of source-channel coding for
error-resilient video streaming. We propose a new method
to enable adaptive redundancy in the bitstream: fine-grain
retransmission. Redundancy decisions are made per mac-
roblock (MB), which are locally adaptive and of low over-
head, as opposed to coarse packet-level redundancy (e.g. for-
ward error correction). In this scheme, the encoder jointly
optimizes the coding mode and redundancy per MB. A cor-
responding algorithm is presented for exploiting this redun-
dancy at the decoder. The proposed method is general in na-
ture, and can be implemented on top of any (hybrid) video
codec. An example implementation is provided, which uses
the redundant slice mechanism of H.264 (JM 13.2 reference
software). Simulation results show significant performance
gains over conventional error-resilient coding techniques.

Index Terms— video streaming, error resilience, adap-
tive retransmission, redundant slices, H.264

1. INTRODUCTION

Despite recent advances in network technology and infra-
structure, video streaming over packet networks remains a
challenging problem, motivating ongoing research efforts
into error resilience mechanisms to mitigate the impact of
packet loss. In live streaming, source-channel coding algo-
rithms are used to optimize the rate-distortion (RD) tradeoff
between source compression and distortion at the receiver.
Accurate estimation of the end-to-end distortion is central
to this approach and is provided by the “recursive optimal
per-pixel estimate” (ROPE) [1, 2], which enables end-to-
end distortion estimation by tracking, per pixel, the first
and second moments of the decoder reconstruction. ROPE
accounts for all sources of distortion such as quantization,
packet loss, error propagation, and error concealment at the
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decoder. It has been successfully applied to macroblock
(MB) coding mode selection [1], error-resilient motion esti-
mation/compensation [3] and reference picture selection [4],
multiple description video coding [5], and joint mode and
quality of service (QoS) selection [6]. For more details on
ROPE, the reader may refer to [1, 2].

Fundamentally, an error-resilient encoding algorithm bal-
ances the conflicting objectives of mitigating channel loss
and stopping error propagation (Intra-refresh, high rate cost)
versus compression efficiency (Inter-coding, temporal pre-
diction). Rather than allocate the entire bit budget for source
coding, some rate may be designated for channel protection,
thereby trading some source coding fidelity for a decrease in
the effective packet-loss rate (PLR). Common channel coding
mechanisms are forward error correction (FEC) or automatic
repeat request (ARQ). Each is subject to practical drawbacks.
ARQ depends on the availability of feedback, and requires a
longer buffering period due to feedback delay. FEC can be
applied per packet (in bit-error channels) or across packets
(packet-erasure channels). In either case, FEC rate allocation
is performed at the packet level, i.e. after encoding. Due to
uneven packet sizes and necessary padding, it is difficult to
estimate the effective rate. In [6], the authors proposed a
Trellis-based algorithm to address this problem, albeit at the
cost of delay and complexity.

In practice, FEC lowers the effective PLR as experienced
by the source coder, leaving open the traditional issue of er-
ror propagation. Not all MBs are equally important to the
overall reconstruction quality. We propose a new source en-
coding scheme that enables adaptive use of redundant coding
per MB. Note that a similar scheme has been proposed in [9],
and we will discuss similarities and differences below. Since
the redundant encoding scheme depends on accurate estima-
tion of end-to-end distortion and hence the importance of an
MB, we extend the basic ROPE to the objective at hand. Sec-
tion 2 introduces the redundant coding scheme using selective
re-transmission per MB. We describe a simple encoding algo-
rithm for joint MB mode and redundancy decisions, and pro-
pose a matching decoder error concealment algorithm. Fur-
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ther, we discuss the rate overhead of the transmission scheme
and its impact. Then, in Section 3, we implement the algo-
rithm on top of the JM 13.2 reference software [8] and com-
pare its performance with other error-resilient coding meth-
ods. The paper concludes in Section 4 with a brief summary
and future research directions.

2. REDUNDANT CODING

2.1. Adaptive retransmission per MB

Rate allocation to source and channel coding can be sub-
sumed within the general RD framework. Optimizing this
trade-off at the MB level enables fine-grain, adaptive control
of redundancy, unlike coarse packet-level mechanisms such
as FEC. Moreover, it minimizes coding-induced dependen-
cies between MBs and thus simplifies the optimal encoder. A
simple approach is to control the number N of transmissions
per MB. Every MB is transmitted at least once per frame,
and may be re-transmitted (N ≥ 1). Let R and D denote the
rate and end-to-end distortion costs for a certain MB coding
mode. Assuming independent, identically distributed PLR p,
transmitting an MB N times in separate packets results in
an effective PLR pN . The associated rate cost is NR and
the distortion is DN < D. Note that, while we assume iid
packet loss for simplicity of implementation, ROPE has been
successfully extended to bursty channels [5].
We need to devise a mechanism to effectively send the

MBs selected for re-transmission with low overhead, using
additional data packets which contain only redundantly coded
MBs. One possible approach is application-level packet tag-
ging and filtering. For each packet, we need to indicate if
it contains primary bitstream data or redundant MB trans-
missions. The streaming application then parses the packets
and passes them to the decoder as necessary. The H.264 [7]
baseline profile includes a mechanism called redundant slices
which offers exactly this functionality at the bitstream-level,
i.e. in a standard-compliant way. Each frame in the video
stream consists of one or more primary slices, which contain
the regular video data, and may be followed by secondary
slices with redundant data.

2.2. Encoding algorithm

Traditional error-resilient MB mode selection iterates over all
available coding modes and evaluates their rate (R) and dis-
tortion (D) costs, selecting the mode with the smallest La-
grangian J = D + λR. We propose a simple encoding al-
gorithm for joint coding mode and redundancy decisions per
MB. The encoder now considers each MB mode in conjunc-
tion with different retransmission options and estimates the
resulting RD costs. Ignoring some minor overhead for head-
ers (to be discussed later), the rate cost forN retransmissions
is NR. The more involved task is that of accurately estimat-
ing end-to-end distortion,DN , where we resort to ROPE with

effective PLR pN . The pair of MB mode and retransmission
valueN achieving the minimal Lagrangian JN is selected.

2.3. Decoding algorithm

In order to take advantage of available redundant MBs, we
need to modify the decoding/concealment algorithm. Such
modifications do not conflict with the standard compatibility
of the technique. A simple compliant H.264 decoder may
simply discard the redundant slices. However, it is perfectly
legitimate to design an enhanced algorithm which exploits
available redundant information while remaining fully com-
patible with the standard bit stream. We note further that ac-
curate end-to-end distortion estimation at the encoder, such as
performed by ROPE, depends on knowledge of the conceal-
ment procedure employed by the decoder.
The decoder operation on primary data packets remains

unchanged. Let the decoder track the decode status of each
MB, i.e. whether it was received and reconstructed, or lost.
When a redundant packet is received for a lost MB, the de-
coder reconstructs that MB from it and updates its status.
MBs which are not retransmitted (N = 1) are signaled as
“skip” in the redundant packet, minimizing overhead. Note
that only coded MBs can be transmitted redundantly in this
setting. MBs still marked lost after decoding of redundant
packets will then be concealed via traditional techniques. We
use simple copy, althoughmore sophisticated concealment al-
gorithms may be used, e.g. motion copy. But this is of sec-
ondary importance and orthogonal to the redundant slice de-
coding/concealment mechanism we propose.
A similar scheme using redundant slices and flexible mac-

roblock ordering (FMO) has been proposed in [9]. Here, a
video frame is partitioned into slice groups, based on a simple
model of the significance of the underlying MBs. While the
signaling overhead for the slice groups in [9] is relatively low,
slice groups trade off source coding efficiency for improved
decoder concealment opportunities. Amajor advantage of our
scheme is that it enables adaptive redundant encoding on a
per-MB basis, instead of the entire frame or rectangular ROIs
in [9]. Our proposed scheme evaluates the end-to-endRD cost
on a per-MB basis using the optimal estimate (ROPE), instead
of anMB significancemodel, limiting the rate overhead of the
redundant slices.

2.4. Rate overhead

Besides the additional rate for re-transmitting an MB (known
at encode time), signaling the redundant MB representations
incurs a small overhead. When one or more MBs are re-
transmitted, the additional packet/slice header(s) and the run-
length (skip) coding for non-redundant MBs cause a small
overhead which cannot be accounted for exactly during RD
optimization (at least not without incurring significant delay
and complexity due to inter-MB dependencies).
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Fig. 1. Delivery performance, PSNR vs. bit rate (qcif, 10 fps, p=10%)
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Fig. 2. Delivery performance, PSNR vs. PLR p (qcif, 10 fps, 75 kbps)

This could be mitigated by verifying the actual RD costs
prior to writing the redundant data. This may be a concern
when only a few MBs are candidates for retransmission.
When a sufficient numbers of MB is coded redundantly, the
overhead is negligible relative to the actual retransmission
rate, and is spread evenly across the redundant MBs. As we
will see in the simulation results, it is safe to ignore these
concerns in practical circumstances.

3. SIMULATION & RESULTS

We implemented the proposed algorithm for MB-based re-
transmission on top of the JM 13.2 reference software [8] (la-
belled “opt I+retrans” in Figures 1–3). For comparison, we
also provide results of conventional ROPE optimal MB cod-
ing mode selection (“optimal I”), as well as randomMB Intra
refresh (“random I”) implemented in the JM reference soft-

ware. All sequences were encoded at 10 fps, QCIF resolution,
packet size ≤ 512 bytes. The bitstreams were then simulated
at different packet loss rates (PLR), and performance was av-
eraged over 500 patterns at each PLR.

3.1. Performance vs. bit rate

In the first experiment (Figure 1), we compared the three
methods across a range of effective bit rates, with the PLR
fixed at 10%. Figure 1(a) shows foreman sequence encoded
at target bit rates from 50–100 kbps. Actual bit rates vary
slightly and are correctly denoted on the rate (x-) axis. The
proposed MB-adaptive redundant coding consistently out-
performs conventional ROPE MB coding, gaining between
0.7 db up to 1.2 dB. A second example is the hall monitor se-
quence (target bit rates 40–80 kbps, Figure 1(b)). Redundant
coding achieves identical performance with optimal Intra at
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Fig. 3. Worst case in all simulations: gains diminished but no loss
(container, qcif, 10 fps, p=10%)

low bit rates, and achieves up to 0.7 dB more towards higher
bit rates. The performance of random Intra refresh trails
significantly behind both methods for both sequences.

3.2. Performance vs. PLR p

We compared the three algorithms across a PLR range of 1–
25%. Figure 2(a) shows the results for the foreman sequence,
encoded at 75 kbps. The new algorithm has similar perfor-
mance to conventional ROPE for p=1%, but its performance
degrades more gracefully as the PLR increases, achieving
gains of up to 1.6 dB over the conventional method. Fig-
ure 2(b) shows the results for the coastguard sequence, en-
coded at 75 kbps. Again, the performance is similar for
p=1%, but the new adaptive retransmission method achieves
gains of up to 0.6 dB towards higher PLR.

3.3. Validity of overhead assumptions

In Section 2.4, we discussed possible issues stemming from
ignoring a small rate overhead during encoding. Figure 3
shows the worst result we have obtained so far, for the se-
quence container at bit rates 40–80 kbps (p=10%). In this
example, which demonstrates the worst measured impact
of neglecting overhead in rate estimates, the new algorithm
achieves no gains over conventional ROPE MB mode selec-
tion, but it does not underperform its competitors. Hence, it
appears justified to ignore the overhead for redundant coding.
We note again that it is possible to eliminate these assump-
tions at the cost of complexity and delay.

4. CONCLUSION & FUTUREWORK

This paper presents a new error-resiliencemechanism that en-
ables fine-grain adaptation between source coding fidelity and
channel error resilience per MB. The algorithm makes a joint

decision for coding mode and redundancy (in the form of re-
transmission) per MB. Initial results show RD performance
gains over conventional ROPE-based MB coding mode selec-
tion.
The proposed scheme can be further enhanced beyond

these preliminary results: Currently, retransmission consists
of identical repetition of the MB. The algorithm could in-
volve principles of multiple descriptions (e.g. via prediction
from different reference pictures) and enable improved re-
construction when both descriptions are received. It is also
possible to only retransmit partial MB information based on
RD tradeoff optimization, etc. Another interesting extension
would be data partitioning, as enabled by the high profile of
H.264. Here, the individual components affecting reconstruc-
tion quality, e.g. coding mode, motion information and resid-
ual, and intra prediction data, are separated and can be clearly
identified. Adaptive redundancy for these components should
also enable performance gains.
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